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Manufacturers expect that artificial intelligence, cloud, and new battery and power technologies will all have a very significant impact in production operations by 2028.
The Industrial AI (R)Evolution

Manufacturing budgets for Industrial AI use cases are dramatically increasing over next 3 years - even for current Leaders!

Source: ARC Survey of Manufacturers, October 2023
Leaders are more inclined to work with industrial automation companies, manufacturing software vendors and machinery/equipment manufacturers for Industrial AI use cases.

Source: ARC Survey of Manufacturers, October 2023
ARC’s Industrial AI Impact Assessment Model
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AI
- Advancement of Responsible AI
- Artificial Narrow Intelligence [ANI]
- Artificial General Intelligence [AGI]
- Artificial Super Intelligence [ASI]
- Low Code No Code

Systems
- Technology at Scale
- Public Cloud
- Private Cloud
- On Premises [Edge]

Pr
- Digitalization of Processes
- Business Process Automation [BPA]
- Augmented
- Hybrid

Sy
- Foundation Models & Toolkits
- Industrial Data Fabric
- AI Enhanced Productivity Tools
- On Premises [Edge]

Pe
- Automation of Work
- Remote
- On Site

Processes
- Digitalization of Industries
- Business Process Automation [BPA]
- Augmented
- Hybrid

People
- Future of Work
- Remote
- On Site
It’s (still) all about the data...!

Industrial Data Fabric
25 Industrial AI Use Cases

Supply Chain Planning & Execution

- **Demand Forecasting**: AI analyzes historical and real-time data to predict future demand.
- **Inventory Optimization**: AI adjusts inventory levels to decrease storage costs and prevent stockouts.
- **Supply Chain Design & Risk Management**: AI anticipates potential disruptions and suggests preventive measures for end-to-end circular supply chain operations.
- **Logistics Optimization**: AI optimizes transportation routes and schedules to reduce costs, improve delivery times, and minimize carbon footprint.
- **Supplier Selection**: AI evaluates suppliers based on various criteria to ensure reliable and cost-effective sourcing.

Product Development & Design

- **Generative Design**: AI algorithms propose optimal design solutions based on specific criteria.
- **Materials Science**: AI predicts the best materials for specific applications, enhancing product durability and performance.
- **Simulation and Testing**: AI accelerates the testing process by simulating real-world conditions and forecasting product performance.
- **Sustainability Analysis**: AI evaluates product, process and circular supply chain designs to minimize environmental impact.
- **Cost Optimization**: AI guides designers in creating cost-effective products without compromising quality or performance.

Production Operations

- **Production Scheduling**: AI optimizes production schedules to meet customer demands while minimizing costs.
- **Quality Control**: AI-powered visual inspection systems detect defects and enhance product quality.
- **Predictive Maintenance**: AI predicts equipment failures and schedules maintenance to minimize downtime.
- **Process Optimization/Waste Reduction**: AI identifies inefficiencies and recommends changes to minimize waste, increase efficiency, and optimizing energy and water usage in production processes.
- **Digital Twin/Metaverse**: Augmented reality provides local and remote frontline workers and engineers with real time access, AI powered insights, and operations advice via digital twins.

Workforce Management

- **Skills Gap Analysis**: AI identifies areas where employees need training.
- **Recruitment**: AI screens candidates and predicts their fit for a role.
- **Employee Retention**: AI predicts which employees are at risk of leaving and suggests interventions.
- **Collaboration Tools**: AI enhances teamwork across geographical boundaries.
- **Productivity Analysis**: AI identifies patterns in employee behavior to suggest ways to increase productivity.

Sales & Service

- **Customer Segmentation**: AI groups customers based on behavior and preferences for targeted marketing.
- **Sales Forecasting**: AI predicts future sales trends based on historical and real-time data.
- **Chatbots**: AI provides automated customer service, freeing up human agents for complex issues.
- **Product Recommendations**: AI suggests products based on customer browsing history and purchases.
- **Sentiment Analysis**: AI gauges customer sentiment from reviews and social media posts to improve products and services.
Industrial AI’s Business Value

**AI**
- Mainstream Infusion of AI

**Sy**
- AI Systems Development and Scale Deployment
- Accelerate Digitalization
- IT, OT and ET Convergence
- Business Process Optimization
- Developer Productivity

**Pr**
- Processes
  - Intelligent Business Applications and Industrial Automation
- Asset & Worker Productivity

**Pe**
- People
  - Closing Skills Gaps with AI Assisted Work
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Questions?

Please wait for the microphone.
State your name and company.

Please remember to...

Navigate to this session in the mobile app to complete the survey.

Thank you!
This presentation may include predictions, estimates, intentions, beliefs and other statements that are or may be construed as being forward-looking. While these forward-looking statements represent our current judgment on what the future holds, they are subject to risks and uncertainties that could result in actual outcomes differing materially from those projected in these statements. No statement contained herein constitutes a commitment by AVEVA to perform any particular action or to deliver any particular product or product features. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements, which reflect our opinions only as of the date of this presentation.

The Company shall not be obliged to disclose any revision to these forward-looking statements to reflect events or circumstances occurring after the date on which they are made or to reflect the occurrence of future events.
ABOUT AVEVA

AVEVA is a world leader in industrial software, providing engineering and operational solutions across multiple industries, including oil and gas, chemical, pharmaceutical, power and utilities, marine, renewables, and food and beverage. Our agnostic and open architecture helps organizations design, build, operate, maintain and optimize the complete lifecycle of complex industrial assets, from production plants and offshore platforms to manufactured consumer goods.

Over 20,000 enterprises in over 100 countries rely on AVEVA to help them deliver life’s essentials: safe and reliable energy, food, medicines, infrastructure and more. By connecting people with trusted information and AI-enriched insights, AVEVA enables teams to engineer efficiently and optimize operations, driving growth and sustainability.

Named as one of the world’s most innovative companies, AVEVA supports customers with open solutions and the expertise of more than 6,400 employees, 5,000 partners and 5,700 certified developers. The company is headquartered in Cambridge, UK.

Learn more at www.aveva.com
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